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FEIG SQUARE offers space for the future

Shortly before the groundbreaking ceremony: Mr. Wolfgang Feig (Owner and Managing Partner at FEIG ELECTRONIC;
5. from the right), Mr. Eldor Walk (CEO at FEIG ELECTRONIC; 3. from the left), Christian Norwig (CEO at FEIG ELECTRONIC;
2. from the right)

On April 17th 2019, the ground-breaking ceremony for the new office building FEIG SQUARE
took place at FEIG ELECTRONIC. The new building with approx. 4,200 square meters of usable
space is due to be completed by the end of 2019, after which it will continue with the interior
fittings.
The new building is an expression of the permanent growth of FEIG ELECTRONIC GmbH,
which currently employs 380 people and generated sales of almost 60 million euro last year.
The investment in Weilburg is a clear commitment to the location and shows the close
relationship of the company with Weilburg and the entire region.
„FEIG ELECTRONIC has a tremendous potential as a leading provider of identification and
payment systems, as well as gate and barrier controls and sensors, which must constantly
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evolve to remain a top performer“, states Christian Norwig, CEO at FEIG ELECTRONIC.
„ For this process, we still need highly qualified employees for all divisions “, tells Norwig.
The investment in Weilburg positions the company as an attractive employer far beyond the
domestic region. „Especially in the development departments, we offer a variety of attractive
jobs for highly trained specialists. Thereby the catchment area for employees is much bigger
than our local area“, adds Eldor Walk, CEO at FEIG ELECTRONIC.
In addition to the management, the entire administration, sales departments and parts of the
development departments will move into the FEIG SQUARE.
"The time intervals between the individual construction and expansion measures are getting
shorter and shorter", explains Wolfgang Feig, owner and managing partner of FEIG
ELECTRONIC, looking back on more than 50 years of history of the company. "I am pleased
that I can also count on the proven partners of the previous construction projects (architects
and contractors) for this new project and wish us a delay-free and above all safe construction
phase", summarizes Mr. Feig.
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